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Congested traffic states in empirical observations and microscopic simulations

Martin Treiber,* Ansgar Hennecke, and Dirk Helbing†

II. Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57, D-70550 Stuttgart, Germany
~Received 4 February 2000!

We present data from several German freeways showing different kinds of congested traffic forming near
road inhomogeneities, specifically lane closings, intersections, or uphill gradients. The states are localized or
extended, homogeneous or oscillating. Combined states are observed as well, like the coexistence of moving
localized clusters and clusters pinned at road inhomogeneities, or regions of oscillating congested traffic
upstream of nearly homogeneous congested traffic. The experimental findings are consistent with a recently
proposed theoretical phase diagram for traffic near on-ramps@D. Helbing, A. Hennecke, and M. Treiber, Phys.
Rev. Lett.82, 4360~1999!#. We simulate these situations with a continuous microscopic single-lane model, the
‘‘intelligent driver model,’’ using empirical boundary conditions. All observations, including the coexistence
of states, are qualitatively reproduced by describing inhomogeneities with local variations of one model
parameter. We show that the results of the microscopic model can be understood by formulating the theoretical
phase diagram for bottlenecks in a more general way. In particular, a local drop of the road capacity induced
by parameter variations has essentially the same effect as an on-ramp.

PACS number~s!: 05.65.1b, 02.60.Cb, 05.70.Fh, 89.40.1k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been much interest in the dynamic
traffic breakdowns behind bottlenecks@1–15#. Measure-
ments of traffic breakdowns on various freeways in
United States@13,1,2,6#, Germany@3,4,16,17#, Holland@18–
22#, and Korea@12# suggest that many dynamic aspects
universal and therefore accessible to a physical descrip
One common property is the capacity drop~typically of the
order of 20%! associated with a breakdown@1,13,6#, which
leads to hysteresis effects and is the basis of applications
dynamic traffic control with the aim of avoiding the brea
down. In the majority of cases, traffic breaks down upstre
of a bottleneck and the congestion has a stationary do
stream front at the bottleneck. The type of bottleneck, e
on-ramps@2,13,12,4#, lane closings, or uphill gradients@17#,
seems not to be of importance. Several types of conge
traffic have been found, among them extended states w
relatively high traffic flow. These states, sometimes refer
to as ‘‘synchronized traffic’’@4#, can be more or less homo
geneously flowing, or show distinct oscillations in the tim
series of detector data@3#. Very often, the congested traffi
flow is, apart from fluctuations, homogeneous near
bottleneck, but oscillations occur further upstream@7#. In
other cases, one finds isolated stop-and-go waves that pr
gate in the upstream direction with a characteristic veloc
of about 15 km/h@23,16#. Finally, there is also an observa
tion of a traffic breakdown to a pinned localized cluster n
an on-ramp@12#.

There are several possibilities for delineating traffic ma
ematically, among them macroscopic models describing
dynamics in terms of aggregate quantities like density
flow @24–27,10#, and microsopic models describing the m
tion of individual vehicles. The latter include continuous-i

*URL: http://www.m.treiber.de/.
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time models~car-following models! @28–37#, and cellular
automata~CA! @38–43#. Traffic breakdowns behind bottle
necks have been simulated with the nonlocal, gas-kine
based traffic model~GKT model! @27#, the Kühne-Kerner-
Konhäuser-Lee model~KKKL model! @44,26,10#, and with a
car-following model that will be reported below.

For a direct comparison with empirical data, one wou
prefer car-following models. As the position and velocity
each car is known in such models, one can reconstruct
way data are obtained by the usual induction-loop detect
To this end, one introduces ‘‘virtual’’ detectors recordin
passage times and velocities of crossing vehicles and c
pares this ouput with the empirical data. Because traffic d
sity is not a primary variable, this avoids the problems as
ciated with determining the traffic density by tempor
averages@18#.

The present study refers to Ref.@14#, where, based on a
gas-kinetic-based macroscopic simulation model, it was c
cluded that there should be five different congested tra
states on freeways with inhomogeneities like on-ramps. T
kind of congested state depends essentially on the inflow
the considered freeway section and on the ‘‘bottlene
strength’’ characterizing the inhomogeneity. This can
summarized by a phase diagram depicting the kind of tra
state as a function of these two parameters. A similar ph
diagram has been obtained for the KKKL model@11#. The
question is whether this finding is true for some macrosco
models only, or universal for a larger class of traffic mod
and confirmed by empirical data.

The relative positions of some of the traffic states in t
phase space have been qualitatively confirmed for a Kor
freeway@12#, but only one type of extended state was me
sured there. Furthermore, this state did not have the cha
teristic properties of extended congested traffic on most o
freeways, cf., e.g.,@4#. It is an open question to confirm th
relative positions of the other states. Moreover, to our kno
edge, there are no direct simulations of the different bre
downs using empirical data as boundary conditions, eit
1805 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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with microscopic or with macroscopic models.
Careful investigations with a follow-the-leader model@the

intelligent driver model~IDM !# @36,37# show that ~i! the
conclusions of Ref.@14# are also valid for certain micro
scopic traffic models~at least deterministic models with
metastable density range!, ~ii ! the results can be systema
cally transferred to more general~in particular flow-
conserving! kinds of bottlenecks, and a formula determin
allowing quantification of the bottleneck strength@see Eq.
~15!#, ~iii ! the existence of all predicted traffic states is e
pirically supported, and, finally,~iv! all different kinds of
breakdowns can be simulated with the IDM with empirica
measured boundary conditions, by varying only one para
eter~the average time headwayT), which is used to specify
the capacity of the stretch.

The applied IDM belongs to the class of determinis
follow-the-leader models like the optimal-velocity model
Bandoet al. @31#, but it has the following advantages:~i! it
behaves as if accident-free because of the dependence o
relative velocity,~ii ! for similar reasons and because of me
stability, it shows the self-organized characteristic traf
constants demanded by Kerner and Konha¨user@26# ~see Fig.
4 below!, hysteresis effects@45,13#, and complex states@3,7#,
~iii ! all model parameters have a reasonable interpreta
are known to be relevant, are empirically measurable,
have the expected order of magnitude@37#, ~iv! the funda-
mental diagram and the stability properties of the model
be easily~and separately! calibrated to empirical data,~v! it
allows for a fast numerical simulation, and~vi! an equivalent
macroscopic version of the model is known@46#, which is
not the case for most other microscopic traffic models.

These aspects are discussed in Sec. II, while Sec. III is
model specific at all. Section III presents ways to specify a
quantify bottlenecks, as well as the traffic states resulting
different traffic volumes and bottleneck strengths. The a
lytical expressions for the phase boundaries of the rela
phase diagram allow one to conclude that similar results
be found for any other traffic model with stable, metastab
and unstable density ranges. Even such subtle feature
tristability first found in macroscopic models@11,37# are ob-
served. It would certainly be interesting to investigate in
future whether the same phenomena are also found for
models or stochastic traffic models like that of Krauß@32#.

Section IV discusses empirical data using representa
examples out of a sample of about 100 investigated bre
downs. Thanks to the method used for presenting the c
section data~based on a smoothing and interpolation pro
dure!, it is possible to present three-dimensional plots of
empirical density or average velocity as a function of tim
and space. This allows a good imagination of the traffic p
terns and a direct visual comparison with simulation resu
In the IDM microsimulations, we used a very restricted d
set, namely, only the measured flows and velocities at
upstream and downstream boundaries, omitting the dat
the up to eight detectors in between. Although the simula
sections were up to 13 km long and the boundaries w
typically outside congestions, the simulations reprodu
qualitatively the sometimes very complex collective dyna
ics observed.

All in all the study supports the idea of the sugges
phase diagram of congested traffic states quite well and
-
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gests ways to simulate real traffic breakdowns at bottlene
with empirical boundary conditions.

II. MICROSCOPIC INTELLIGENT DRIVER MODEL

For about 50 years now, researchers have modeled f
way traffic by means of continuous-in-time microscop
models~car-following models! @47#. In that time, a multitude
of car-following models have been proposed, both for sing
lane and multilane traffic including lane changes. We w
restrict ourselves, here, to phenomena for which la
changes are not important and consider only single-l
models. To motivate our traffic model we first give an ove
view of the dynamical properties of some popular micr
scopic models.

A. Dynamic properties of some car-following models

Continuous-time single-lane car-following models are d
fined essentially by their acceleration function. In many
the earlier models@48–51#, the accelerationv̇a(t1Tr) of
vehiclea, delayed by a reaction timeTr , can be written as

v̇a~ t1Tr !5
2lva

mDva

sa
l

. ~1!

The deceleration2 v̇a(t1Tr) is assumed to be proportiona
to the approach rate

Dva~ t !ªva~ t !2va21~ t ! ~2!

of vehiclea with respect to the vehicle in front (a21). In
addition, the acceleration may depend ona ’s own velocity
va @50# and decrease with some power of the net~bumper-
to-bumper! distance

sa5xa212xa2 l a ~3!

to the vehicle in front~where l a is the vehicle length!
@50,51#. Since, according to Eq.~1!, the acceleration depend
on the vehicle in front, these models are not applicable
very low traffic densities. If no other vehicle is present~cor-
responding tosa→`), the acceleration is either not dete
mined (l 50) or zero (l .0), regardless ofa ’s own velocity.
However, one would expect in this case that drivers wo
accelerate to their individual desired velocity. The ca
following behavior in dense traffic is also somewhat unre
istic. In particular, the gapsa to the vehicle in front does no
necessarily relax to an equilibrium value. Even small ga
will not induce braking reactions if the velocity differenc
Dva is zero.

These problems are solved by the car-following model
Newell @28#. In this model, the velocity at time (t1Tr) de-
pends adiabatically on the gap, i.e., the vehicle adapts
actly to a distance-dependent functionV within the reaction
time Tr ,

va~ t1Tr !5V„sa~ t !…. ~4!

The ‘‘optimal velocity function’’ V(s)5v0$12exp@2(s
2s0)/(v0T)#% includes both a desired velocityv0 for vanish-
ing interactions (s→`) and a safe time headwayT charac-
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terizing the car-following behavior in dense~equilibrium!
traffic. The Newell model is collision-free, but the immedia
dependence of the velocity on the density leads to very h
accelerations of the order ofv0 /Tr . Assuming a typical de-
sired velocity of 30 m/s andTr51 s, this would correspond
to 30 m/s2, which is clearly unrealistic@33,52#.

More than 30 years later, Bandoet al. @31# suggested a
similar model,

v̇a5
V~sa!2va

t
, ~5!

with a somewhat different optimal velocity function. Th
‘‘optimal-velocity model’’ has been widely used by phys
cists because of its simplicity, and because some results
be derived analytically. The dynamical behavior does
greatly differ from that of the Newell model, since the rea
tion time delayTr of the Newell model can be compare
with the velocity relaxation timet of the optimal-velocity
model. However, realistic velocity relaxation times are of t
order of 10 s~city traffic! to 40 s~freeway traffic! and there-
fore much larger than reaction delay times~of the order of 1
s!. For typical values of the other parameters of the optim
velocity model@31#, crashes are avoided only ift,0.9 s,
i.e., the velocity relaxation time is of the order of the reacti
time, leading again to unrealistically high valuesv0 /t of the
maximum acceleration. The reason for this unstable beha
is that effects of velocity differences are neglected. Howev
they play an essential stabilizing role in real traffic, esp
cially when approaching traffic jams. Moreover, in mode
~4! and ~5!, accelerations and decelerations are symme
with respect to the deviation of the actual velocity from t
equilibrium velocity, which is unrealistic. The absolute val
of braking decelerations is usually stronger than that of
celerations.

A relatively simple model with a generalized optima
velocity function incorporating both reactions to velocity d
ferences and different rules for acceleration and braking
been proposed rather recently@33#. This ‘‘generalized-force
model’’ could successfully reproduce the time-depend
gaps and velocities measured by a sensor-equipped c
congested city traffic. However, the acceleration and de
eration times in this model are still unrealistically sma
which requires inefficiently small time steps for the nume
cal simulation.

Besides these simple models intended for basic invest
tions, there are also highly complex ‘‘high-fidelity models
like the Wiedemann model@30# or MITSIM @34#, which try to
reproduce traffic as realistically as possible, but at the cos
a large number of parameters. Other approaches that in
porate ‘‘intelligent’’ and realistic braking reactions are th
simple and fast stochastic models proposed by Gipps@29,53#
and Krauß@32#. Despite their simplicity, these models sho
a realistic driver behavior, have asymmetric accelerati
and decelerations, and produce no accidents. Unfortuna
they lose their realistic properties in the deterministic lim
In particular, they show no traffic instabilities or hystere
effects for vanishing fluctuations.
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B. Model equations

The acceleration assumed in the IDM is a continuo
function of the velocityva , the gapsa , and the velocity
difference~approach rate! Dva to the preceding vehicle:

v̇a5a(a)F12S va

v0
(a)D d

2S s* ~va ,Dva!

sa
D 2G . ~6!

This expression is an interpolation of the tendency to ac
erate withaf(va)ªa(a)@12(va /v0

(a))d# on a free road and
the tendency to brake with deceleration

2bint~sa ,va ,Dva!ª2a(a)~s* /sa!2

when vehiclea comes too close to the vehicle in front. Th
deceleration term depends on the ratio between the ‘‘des
minimum gap’’s* and the actual gapsa , where the desired
gap

s* ~v,Dv !5s0
(a)1s1

(a)A v

v0
(a)

1Tav1
vDv

2Aa(a)b(a)
~7!

varies dynamically with the velocity and the approach ra
In the rest of this paper, we will study the case of identic

vehicles whose model parametersv0
(a)5v0 , s0

(a)5s0 , T(a)

5T, a(a)5a, b(a)5b, andd are given in Table I. Here, ou
emphasis is on basic investigations with models as simpl
possible, and therefore we will sets1

a50, resulting in a
model where all parameters have an intuitive meaning w
plausible and often easily measurable values. While the
pirical data presented in this paper can nevertheless be re
duced, a distinction of different driver-vehicle types and/o
nonzeros1 @37# is necessary for a more quantitative agre
ment. A nonzeros1 would also be necessary for featur
requiring an inflection point in the equilibrium flow-densit
relation, e.g., for certain types of multiscale expansions@54#.

C. Dynamic single-vehicle properties

Special cases of the IDM acceleration~6! with s150 in-
clude the following driving modes.

~a! Equilibrium traffic. In equilibrium traffic of arbitrary
density (v̇a50,Dva50), drivers tend to keep a velocity
dependent equilibrium gapse(va) to the preceding vehicle
given by

TABLE I. Model parameters of the IDM used throughout th
paper. Changes of the freeway capacity were described by a v
tion of the safe time headwayT.

Parameter Typical value

Desired velocityv0 120 km/h
Safe time headwayT 1.6 s
Maximum accelerationa 0.73 m/s2

Desired decelerationb 1.67 m/s2

Acceleration exponentd 4
Jam distances0 2 m
Jam distances1 0 m
Vehicle lengthl 51/rmax 5 m
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se~v !5s* ~v,0!F12S v
v0

D dG21/2

5~s01vT!F12S v
v0

D dG21/2

.

~8!

In particular, the equilibrium gap of homogeneous conges
traffic ~with va!v0) is essentially equal to the desired ga
se(v)'s01vT, i.e., it is composed of a bumper-to-bump
spaces0 kept in standing traffic and an additional velocit
dependent contributionvT corresponding to a constant sa
time headwayT. This high-density limit is of the same func
tional form as that of the Newell model, Eq.~4!. Solving Eq.
~8! for vªVe(s) leads to simple expressions only ford
51, d52, or d→`. In particular, the equilibium velocity
for d51 ands050 is

Ve~s!ud51,s0505
s2

2v0T2 S 211A11
4T2v0

2

s2 D . ~9!

Further interesting cases are

Ve~s!ud52,s0505
v0

A11v0
2T2/s2

, ~10!

and

Ve~s!ud→`5min$v0 ,~s2s0!/T%. ~11!

From a macroscopic point of view, equilibrium traffic co
sisting of identical vehicles can be characterized by the e
librium traffic flow Qe(r)5rVe(r) ~vehicles per hour and
per lane! as a function of the traffic densityr ~vehicles per
kilometer and per lane!. For the IDM, this ‘‘fundamental
diagram’’ follows from one of the equilibrium relations~8!
to ~11!, together with the micro-macro relation between g
and density:

s51/r2 l 51/r21/rmax. ~12!

Herein, the maximum densityrmax is related to the vehicle
length l by rmaxl51. Figure 1 shows the fundamental di
gram and its dependence on the parametersd, v0, andT. In
particular, the fundamental diagram fors050 andd51 is
identical to the equilibrium relation of the macroscopic GK
model, if the GKT parameterDA is set to zero@cf. Eq. ~23!
in Ref. @27##, which is a necessary condition for a micr
macro correspondence@46#.

FIG. 1. Equilibrium flow-density relation of identical IDM ve
hicles with ~a! variable acceleration exponentd, and ~b! variable
safe time headwayT and desired velocityv0. Only one parameter is
varied at a time; the others correspond to the ones in Table I.
d
,

i-

p

~b! Acceleration to the desired velocity.If the traffic den-
sity is very low (s is large!, the interaction term is negligible
and the IDM acceleration reduces to the free-road accel
tion af(v)5a(12v/v0)d, which is a decreasing function o
the velocity with a maximum valueaf(0)5a and af(v0)
50. In Fig. 2, this regime applies for timest<60 s. The
acceleration exponentd specifies how the acceleration d
creases when approaching the desired velocity. The limi
cased→` corresponds to approachingv0 with a constant
accelerationa, while d51 corresponds to an exponential r
laxation to the desired velocity with the relaxation timet
5v0 /a. In the latter case, the free-traffic acceleration
equivalent to that of the optimal-velocity model~5! and also
to acceleration functions of many macroscopic models l
the KKKL model @26# or the GKT model@27#. However, the
most realistic behavior is expected in between the two l
iting cases of exponential acceleration~for d51) and con-
stant acceleration~for d→`), which is confirmed by our
simulations with the IDM. Throughout this paper we will us
d54.

~c! Braking as reaction to high approach rates.When
approaching slower or standing vehicles with sufficien
high approach ratesDv.0, the equilibrium parts01vT of
the dynamical desired distances* , Eq. ~7!, can be neglected
with respect to the nonequilibrium part, which is propo
tional to vDv. Then the interaction part2a(s* /s)2 of the
acceleration equation~6! is given by

bint~s,v,Dv !'
~vDv !2

4bs2
. ~13!

This expression implements anticipative ‘‘intelligent’’ brak
ing behavior, which we discuss now for the special case
approaching a standing obstacle (Dv5v). Anticipating a
constant deceleration during the whole approach proces
minimum kinematic decelerationbkªv2/(2s) is necessary
to avoid a collision. The situation is assumed to be ‘‘und
control’’ if bk is smaller than the ‘‘comfortable’’ decelera

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of velocity~a! and acceleration~b!
of a single driver-vehicle unit which accelerates on a 2.5 km lo
stretch of free road before it decelerates when approaching a s
ing obstacle atx52.5 km. The dynamics for the IDM paramete
of Table I ~solid! is compared with the result for an increased a
celerationa052 m/s~dotted!, or an increased braking deceleratio
b55 m/s2 ~dashed!.
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tion given by the model parameterb, i.e., bªbk /b<1. In
contrast, an emergency situation is characterized byb.1.
With these definitions, Eq.~13! becomes

bint~s,v,v !5
bk

2

b
5bbk . ~14!

While in safe situations the IDM deceleration is less than
kinematic collision-free deceleration, drivers overreact
emergency situations to get the situation under control ag
It is easy to show that in both cases the acceleration
proachesv̇52b under the deceleration law~14!. Notice that
this stabilizing behavior is lost if one replaces the brak
term2a(s* /s)2 in Eq. ~6! by 2a8(s* /s)d8 with d8<1 cor-
responding to bint(s,v,v)5bd821bk . The ‘‘intelligent’’
braking behavior of drivers in this regime makes the mo
collision-free. The right parts of the plots of Fig. 2 (t.70 s!
show the simulated approach of an IDM vehicle to a sta
ing obstacle. As expected, the maximum deceleration is
the order ofb. For low velocities, however, the equilibrium
term s01vT of s* cannot be neglected as assumed wh
deriving Eq. ~14!. Therefore, the maximum deceleration
somewhat lower thanb and the deceleration decreases i
mediately before the stop while under the dynamics~14! one
would havev̇52b.

Similar braking rules have been implemented in t
model of Krauß@32#, where the model is formulated in term
of a time-discretized update scheme~iterated map!, where
the velocity at time step (t11) is limited to a ‘‘safe veloc-
ity’’ which is calculated on the basis of the kinematic bra
ing distance at a given ‘‘comfortable’’ deceleration.

~d! Braking in response to small gaps.The fourth driving
mode is active when the gap is much smaller thans* but
there are no large velocity differences. Then, the equilibri
part s01vT of s* dominates over the dynamic contributio
proportional toDv. Neglecting the free-road acceleratio
Eq. ~6! reduces tov̇'2(s01vT)2/s2, corresponding to a
Coulomb-like repulsion. Such braking interactions are a
implemented in other models, e.g., in the model of Edie@51#,
the GKT model@27#, or in certain regimes of the Wiedeman
model@30#. The dynamics in this driving regime is not qua
tatively different, if one replaces 2a(s* /s)2 by
2a(s* /s)d8 with d8.0. This is in contrast to the approac
regime, where collisions would be provoked ford8<1. Fig-
ure 3 shows the car-following dynamics in this regime. F
the standard parameters, one clearly sees a nonoscilla
relaxation to the equilibrium distance~solid curve!, while for
very high values ofb the approach to the equilibrium dis
tance would occur with damped oscillations~dashed curve!.
Notice that, for the latter parameter set, thecollectivetraffic
dynamics would already be extremely unstable.

D. Collective behavior and stability diagram

Although we are interested in realistic open traffic sy
tems, it turned out that many features can be explaine
terms of the stability behavior in a closed system. Figure 4~a!
shows the stability diagram of homogeneous traffic on a
cular road. The control parameter is the homogeneous
sity rh . We applied both a very small and a large localiz
e

in.
p-
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perturbation to check for linear and nonlinear stability, a
plotted the resulting minimum (rout) and maximum (r jam)
densities after a stationary situation was reached. The re
ing diagram is very similar to that of the macroscopic KKK
and GKT models@26,27#. In particular, it displays the fol-
lowing realistic features:~i! Traffic is stable for very low and
high densities, but unstable for intermediate densities.~ii !
There is a density rangerc1<rh<rc2 of metastability, i.e.,
only perturbations of sufficiently large amplitude grow
while smaller perturbations disappear. Note that, for m
IDM parameter sets, there is no second metastable rang
higher densities, in contrast to the GKT and KKKL mode
Rather, traffic flow becomes stable again for densities
ceeding the critical densityrc3, or congested flows below
Qc35Qe(rc3). ~iii ! The densityr jam inside traffic jams and
the associated flowQjam5Qe(r jam) @cf. Fig. 4~b!#, do not
depend onrh . For the parameter set chosen here, we h
r jam5rc35140 vehicles/km, andQjam50, i.e., there is no
linearly stable congested traffic with a finite flow and velo
ity. For other parameters, especially for a nonzero IDM p
rameters1, bothQjam andQc3 can be nonzero and differen
from each other@37#.

As further ‘‘traffic constants,’’ at least in the densit
range 20 veh./km<rh<50 veh./km, we observe a consta
outflow Qout5Qe(rout) and propagation velocityvg5(Qout
2Qjam)/(rout2r jam)'215 km/h of traffic jams. Figure
4~b! shows the stability diagram for the flows. In particula
we haveQc1,Qout'Qc2, whereQci5Qe(rci), i.e., the out-
flow from congested traffic is at the margin of linear stab
ity, which is also the case in the GKT model for most p
rameter sets@27,14#. For other IDM parameters, the outflow
QoutP@Qc1 ,Qc2# is metastable@37#, or even at the margin o
nonlinear stability@36#.

In open systems, a third type of stability becomes r
evant. Traffic is convectively stable, if, after a sufficient
long time, all perturbations are convected out of the syst
Both in the macroscopic models and in the IDM, there is

FIG. 3. Adaptation of a single vehicle to the equilibrium di
tance in the car-following regime. Shown is~a! the net distances,
and ~b! the velocity of a vehicle following a queue of vehicle
which all drive atv* 540.5 km/h corresponding to an equilibrium
distancese520 m. The initial conditions arev(0)5v* and s(0)
5se/2510 m. The solid line is for the IDM standard paramete
and the dashed line for the deceleration parameterb increased from
1.67 m/s2 to 10 m/s2.
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considerable density regionrcv<rh<rc3, where traffic is
linearly unstable but convectively stable. For the parame
chosen in this paper, congested traffic is always linearly
stable, but convectively stable for flows belowQcv
5Qe(rcv)51050 vehicles/h. A nonzero jam distances1 is
required for linearly stable congested traffic with nonze
flows @37#, at least, if the model should simultaneously sh
traffic instabilities.

E. Calibration

In addition to the vehicle lengthl, the IDM has seven
parameters~cf. Table I!. The fundamental relations of homo
geneous traffic are calibrated with the desired velocityv0
~low density!, safe time headwayT ~high density!, and jam
distancess0 ands1 ~jammed traffic!. In the low-density limit
r!(v0T)21, the equilibrium flow can be approximated b
Qe'V0r. In the high-density regime and fors150, one has
a linear decrease of the flowQe'@12r( l 1s0)#/T which

FIG. 4. Stability diagram of homogeneous traffic on a circu
road as a function of the homogeneous densityrh for small ~gray!
and large~black! initial perturbations of the density. In plot~a!, the
upper two lines display the density inside density clusters afte
stationary state has been reached. The lower two lines represe
density between the clusters. Plot~b! shows the correspondin
flows and the equilibrium flow-density relation~thin curve!. The
critical densitiesrci and flowsQci are discussed in the main tex
For rc2<rh<45 vehicles/km, the outflowQout'Qc2 and the cor-
responding densityrout are constant. Here, we haveQmax'Qout for
the maximum equilibrium flow, but there are other parameter s
~especially ifs1.0) whereQmax is clearly larger thanQout @37#.
rs
-

can be used to determine (l 1s0) andT. Only for nonzeros1

does one obtain an inflection point in the equilibrium flow
density relationQe(r). The acceleration coefficientd influ-
ences the transition region between the free and conge
regimes. Ford→` and s150, the fundamental diagram
~equilibrium flow-density relation! becomes triangular
shaped:Qe(r)5min$v0r,@12r(l1s0)#/T%. For decreasingd,
it becomes smoother and smoother@cf. Fig. 1~a!#.

The stability behavior of traffic in the IDM is determine
mainly by the maximum accelerationa, desired deceleration
b, andT. Since the accelerationsa andb do not influence the
fundamental diagram, the model can be calibrated essent
independently with respect to traffic flows and stability. A
in the GKT model, traffic becomes more unstable for d
creasinga ~which corresponds to an increased accelerat
time t5v0 /a), and with decreasingT ~corresponding to re-
duced safe time headways!. Furthermore, the instability in-
creases with increasingb. This is also plausible, because a
increased desired decelerationb corresponds to a less antic
pative or less defensive braking behavior. The density
flow in jammed traffic and the outflow from traffic jams a
also influenced bys0 and s1. In particular, fors150, the
traffic flow Qjam inside traffic jams is typically zero after
sufficiently long time@Fig. 4~b!#, but nonzero otherwise. Th
stability of the self-organized outflowQout depends strongly
on the minimum jam distances0. It can be unstable~small
s0), metastable, or stable~large s0). In the last case, traffic
instabilities can lead only to single localized clusters, not
stop-and-go traffic.

III. MICROSCOPIC SIMULATION OF OPEN SYSTEMS
WITH AN INHOMOGENEITY

We simulated identical vehicles of lengthl 55 m with
the typical IDM parameters listed in Table I. Moreover, a
though the various congested states discussed in the fol
ing were observed on different freeways, all of them we
qualitatively reproduced with very restrictive variations
one single parameter~the safe time headwayT), while we
always used the same values for the other parameters~see
Table I!. This indicates that the model is quite realistic a
robust. Notice that all parameters have plausible values.
value T51.6 s for the safe time headway is slightly low
than suggested by German authorities~1.8 s!. The accelera-
tion parametera50.73 m/s2 corresponds to a free-road a
celeration fromv50 to v5100 km/h within 45 s@cf. Fig.
2~b!#. This value is obtained by integrating the IDM acce
eration v̇5a@12(v/v0)d# with v05120 km/h, d54, and
the initial valuev(0)50. While this is considerably abov
minimum acceleration times~10 s–20 s for average-powere
cars!, it should be characteristic for everyday acceleratio
The comfortable decelerationb51.67 m/s2 is also consis-
tent with empirical investigations@52,33#, and with param-
eters used in more complex models@34#.

With efficient numerical integration schemes, we obtain
a numerical performance of about 105 vehicles in real time
on a standard workstation@55#.

A. Modeling of inhomogeneities

Road inhomogeneities can be classified into flo
conserving local defects like narrow road sections or gra
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ents, and those that do not conserve the average flow
lane, like on-ramps, off-ramps, or lane closings.

Nonconserving inhomogeneities can be incorporated
macroscopic models in a natural way by adding a sou
term to the continuity equation for the vehicle dens
@56,8,10#. An explicit microscopic modeling of on-ramps o
lane closings, however, would require a multilane mo
with an explicit simulation of lane changes. Another pos
bility opened up by the recently formulated micro-macro li
@46# is to simulate the ramp section macroscopically with
source term in the continuity equation@8#, and to simulate
the remaining stretch microscopically.

In contrast, flow-conserving inhomogeneities can
implemented easily in both microscopic and macrosco
single-lane models by locally changing the values of one
more model parameters or by imposing external decel
tions @5#. Suitable parameters for the IDM and the GK
model are the desired velocityv0 or the safe time headwayT.
Regions with locally decreased desired velocity can be in
preted either as sections with speed limits, or as sections
uphill gradients~limiting the maximum velocity of some ve
hicles! @57#. Increased safe time headways can be attribu
to more careful driving behavior along curves, on narro
dangerous road sections, or where there is a reduced ran
visibility.

Local parameter variations act as a bottleneck, if the o
flow Qout8 from congested traffic~dynamic capacity! in the
downstream section is reduced with respect to the outfl
Qout in the upstream section. This outflow can be determin
from fully developed stop-and- go waves in a closed syst
whose outflow is constant in a rather large range of aver
densitiesrhP@20 veh./km,60 veh./km# @cf. Fig. 4~b!#. It
will turn out that the outflowQout8 is the relevant capacity fo
understanding congested traffic, and not the maximum fl
Qmax ~static capacity!, which can be reached in~spatially
homogeneous! equilibrium traffic only. The capacities ar
decreased, e.g., for a reduced desired velocityv08,v0 or an
increased safe time headwayT8.T, or both. Figure 5 shows
Qout andQmax as a function ofT. For T8.4 s, traffic flow is
always stable, and the outflow from jams is equal to
static capacity.

For extended congested states, all types of flo
conserving bottlenecks result in a similar traffic dynamics
dQ5(Qout2Qout8 ) is identical, whereQout8 is the outflow for
the changed model parametersv08 , T8, etc. Qualitatively the
same dynamics is also observed in macroscopic models
cluding on-ramps, if the ramp flow satisfiesQrmp'dQ @37#.
This suggests introducing the following general definition
the ‘‘bottleneck strength’’dQ:

dQªQrmp1Qout2Qout8 . ~15!

In particular, we havedQ5Qrmp for on-ramp bottlenecks
and dQ5(Qout2Qout8 ) for flow-conserving bottlenecks, bu
formula ~15! is also applicable for a combination of both.

B. Phase diagram of traffic states in open systems

In contrast to closed systems, in which the long-term
havior and stability are essentially determined by the aver
traffic density rh , the dynamics of open systems is co
er
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trolled by the inflowQin to the main road~i.e., the flow at the
upstream boundary!. Furthermore, traffic congestions depe
on road inhomogeneities and, because of hysteresis eff
on the history of previous perturbations.

In this paper, we will implement flow-conserving inhomo
geneities by a variable safe time headwayT(x). We choseT
as variable model parameter because it influences the fl
more effectively thanv0, which was varied in Ref.@37#.
Specifically, we increase the local safe time headway acc
ing to

T~x!5H T, x<2L/2

T8, x>L/2

T1~T82T!S x

L
1

1

2D , uxu,L/2,

~16!

where the transition region of lengthL5600 is analogous to
the ramp length for inhomogeneities that do not conserve
flow. The bottleneck strength dQ(T8)5@Qout(T)
2Qout(T8)# is an increasing function ofT8 ~cf. Fig. 5!. We
investigated the traffic dynamics for various poin
(Qin ,dQ) or, alternatively, (Qin ,T82T) in the control-
parameter space.

Due to hysteresis effects and multistability, the phase d
gram, i.e., the asymptotic traffic state as a function of
control parametersQin andDT, depends also on the history
i.e., on initial conditions and on past boundary conditio
and perturbations. Since we cannot explore the whole fu
tional space of initial conditions, boundary conditions, a
past perturbations, we used the following three represe
tive ‘‘standard’’ histories.~A! Assuming very low values for
the initial density and flow, we slowly increased the inflow
the prescribed valueQin . ~B! We started the simulation with
a stable pinned localized cluster~PLC! state and a consisten

FIG. 5. OutflowQout from congested traffic~solid curve!, mini-
mum flow Qc1 for nonlinear instabilities~dashed!, and maximum
equilibrium flow Qmax ~dotted! as a function of the safe time head
way. An approximation for the bottleneck strengthdQ of the phase
diagram is given by the difference between the valueQout51689
vehicles/h forT51.6 s~horizontal thin line!, andQout(T). For de-
cerasing values ofT, traffic becomes more unstable, which is ind
cated by increasing differences (Qmax2Qout) or (Qmax2Qc1). For
T<1.5 s this even leads to]Qout(T)/]T.0. Furthermore,Qout

'Qc1 for T<1.4 s.
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FIG. 6. Spatiotemporal density plots of the traffic states appearing in the phase diagram of Fig. 7 below.~a! Homogeneous congeste
traffic ~HCT!, ~b! oscillating congested traffic~OCT!, ~c! triggered stop-and-go waves~TSG!, ~d! ~stationary! pinned localized cluster
~SPLC!, and~e! oscillatory pinned localized cluster~OPLC!. The latter two states are summarized as pinned localized clusters~PLCs!. After
a stationary state of free traffic has developed, a density wave is introduced through the downstream boundary~or initial conditions!, which
eventually triggers the breakdown~history C, cf. the main text!.
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value for the inflowQin . Then we adiabatically changed th
inflow to the values prescribed by the point in the pha
diagram. ~C! After running history A, we applied a larg
perturbation at the downstream boundary. If traffic at
given phase point is metastable, this initiates an upstre
propagating localized cluster which finally crosses the in
mogeneity @see Figs. 6~a!–6~c!. If traffic is unstable, the
breakdown has already occurred during time period A, a
the additional perturbation has no dynamic influence.

For a given history, the resulting phase diagram is uniq
The solid lines of Fig. 7 show the IDM phase diagram f
history C. Spatiotemporal density plots of the congested t
fic states themselves are displayed in Fig. 6. To obtain
spatiotemporal densityr(x,t) from the microscopic quanti
ties, we generalize the micro-macro relation~12! to define
the density at discrete positionsxa1( l 1sa)/2 centered be-
tween vehiclea and its predecessor,

rS xa1
l 1sa

2 D5
1

l 1sa
, ~17!
e

e
m
-

d

e.
r
f-
e

and interpolate linearly between these positions. Depend
on Qin anddTª(T82T), the downstream perturbation ma
do the following.~i! It dissipates, resulting in free traffic.~ii !
It travels through the inhomogeneity as a moving localiz
cluster and neither dissipates nor triggers new breakdow
~iii ! It triggers a traffic breakdown to a pinned localized clu
ter, which remains localized near the inhomogeneity for
times and either is stationary,@cf. Fig. 8~a! for t,0.2 h# or
oscillatory. ~iv! Finally, the initial perturbation can induc
extended congested traffic~CT!, whose downstream bound
aries are fixed at the inhomogeneity, while the upstre
front propagates further upstream in the course of time.
tended congested traffic can be homogeneous, oscillator
consist of triggered stop-and-go waves. We also include
the HCT region a complex state~HCT/OCT! where traffic is
homogeneous only near the bottleneck, but growing osc
tions develop further upstream. In contrast to OCT, wh
there is permanently congested traffic at the inhomogen
~‘‘pinch region’’ @7,36#!, the TSG state is characterized by
series of isolated density clusters, each of which trigger
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new cluster as it passes the inhomogeneity. The maxim
perturbation of history C, used also in Ref.@14#, seems to
select always the stable extended congested phase. We
scanned the control-parameter space (Qin ,dQ) with histories
A and B, exploring the maximum phase space of the~meta!
stable FT and PLC states, respectively~cf. Fig. 7!. In multi-
stable regions of the control-parameter space, the three
tories can be used to select the different traffic states~see
below!.

C. Multistability

In general, the phase transitions between free tra
pinned localized states, and extended congested state
hysteretic. In particular, in all four examples of Fig. 6, fr
traffic is possible as a second, metastable state. In the reg
between the two dotted lines of the phase diagram Fig
both free and congested traffic are possible, depending on
previous history. In particular, for all five indicated pha
points, free traffic would persist without the downstream p
turbation. In contrast, the transitions PLC-OPLC, and HC
OCT-TSG seem to be nonhysteretic, i.e., the type of pin
localized cluster or of extended congested traffic is uniqu
determined byQin anddQ.

In a small subset of the metastable region, labeled ‘‘TR
in Fig. 6, we even foundtristability with the possible state
FT, PLC, and OCT. Figure 8~a! shows that a single moving
localized cluster passing the inhomogeneity triggers a tra

FIG. 7. Phase diagram resulting from IDM simulations of
open system with a flow-conserving bottleneck. The bottlenec
realized by an increased IDM parameterT in the downstream re-
gion; cf. Eq. ~16!. The control parameters are the traffic flowQin

and the bottleneck strengthdQ @see Eq.~15!#. The solid thick lines
separate the congested traffic states TSG, OCT, HCT, PLC,
moving localized cluster~MLC! ~cf. the main text and Fig. 6! and
free traffic ~FT! as they appear after adiabatically increasing
inflow to the valueQin and applying a large perturbation afterwar
~history C in the main text!. Also shown is the critical downstream
flow Qc28 (dQ) ~thin solid line!, below which free traffic is~meta-
!stable, and the maximum downstream flowQmax8 (dQ) ~thin dotted!
below which~possibly unstable! equilibrium traffic exists. Traffic is
bistable for inflows above the lines FT-PLC or FT-MLC~whichever
is lower!, and belowQc28 (dQ). In the smaller shaded region, traffi
is tristable and the possible states FT, PLC, and OCT depend o
previous history~see the main text!. For history C we obtain OCT
in this region.
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tion from PLC to OCT. Starting with free traffic, the sam
perturbation would trigger OCT as well@Fig. 8~b!#, while we
never found reverse transitions OCT→ PLC or OCT→ FT
~without a reduction of the inflow!. That is, FT and PLC’s
are metastable in the tristable region, while OCT is stab
We obtained qualitatively the same also for the macrosco
GKT model with an on-ramp as inhomogeneity@Fig. 8~c!#.
Furthermore, tristability between FT, OPLC, and OCT h
been found for the IDM with variablev0 @37#, and for the
KKKL model @11#.

Such a tristability can exist only if the~self-organized!
outflow Qout

OCT5Q̃out from the OCT state is lower than th

is

nd

e

the

FIG. 8. Spatiotemporal density plots for the same phase poin
the tristable traffic regime, but different histories.~a! Metastable
PLC and stable OCT. The system is the same as in Fig. 6 w
Qin51440 vehicles/h andT851.95 s (dQ5270 vehicles/h!. The
metastable PLC is triggered by a triangular-shaped density pea
the initial conditions~of total width 600 m, centered atx50), in
which the density rises from 14 vehicles/km to 45 vehicles/km. T
OCT is triggered by a density wave introduced by the downstre
boundary conditions.~b! Same system as in~a!, but starting with
metastable free traffic. Here, the transition to OCT is triggered b
density wave coming from the downstream boundary.~c! Similar
behavior as in~a!, but for the GKT model~with model parameters
v05120 km/h, T51.8 s, t550 s, rmax5130 vehicles/km,g
51.2, A050.008, andDA50.008, cf. Ref.@27#!.
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maximum outflowQout
PLC from the PLC state. A phenomeno

logical explanation of this condition can be inferred from t
positions of the downstream fronts of the OCT and P
states shown in Fig. 8~a!. The downstream front of the OCT
state (t.1 h) is at x'300 m, i.e., at thedownstream
boundaryof the L5600 m wide transition region, in which
the safe time headway Eq.~16! increases fromT to T8.T.
Therefore, the local safe time headway at the downstre
front of OCT isT8, or Qout

OCT'Qout8 , which was also used to
derive Eq. ~18!. In contrast, the PLC state is centered
aboutx50, so that an estimate for the upper boundaryQout

PLC

of the outflow is given by the self-organized outflowQout
corresponding to the local valueT(x)5(T1T8)/2 of the safe
time headway atx50. Since (T1T8)/2,T8 this outflow is
higher thanQout

OCT ~cf. Fig. 5!. It is an open question, how
ever, why the downstream front of the OCT state is furth
downstream compared to the PLC state. Possibly, it can
explained by the close relationship of OCT with the TS
state, for which the newly triggered density clusters ev
enter the region downstream of the bottleneck@cf. Fig. 6~c!#.
In accordance with its relative location in the phase diagra
it is plausible that the OCT state has a ‘‘penetration dep
into the downstream area that is between those of the P
and TSG states.

D. Boundaries between and coexistence of traffic states

Simulations show that the outflowQ̃out from the nearly
stationary downstream fronts of OCT and HCT satisfi
Q̃out<Qout8 , whereQout8 is the outflow from fully developed
density clusters in homogeneous systems for the downstr
model parameters. If the bottleneck is not too strong~in the
phase diagram Fig. 7, it must satisfydQ,350 vehicles/h!,
we haveQ̃out'Qout8 . Then, for all types of bottlenecks, th

congested traffic flow is given byQcong5Q̃out2Qrmp'Qout8
2Qrmp, or

Qcong'Qout2dQ. ~18!

Extended congested traffic persists, only if the inflowQin
exceeds the congested traffic flowQcong. Otherwise, it dis-
solves to PLC’s. This gives the boundary

dQ'Qout2Qin ~CT → PLC!. ~19!

If the traffic flow of CT states is linearly stable~i.e., Qcong
,Qc3), we have HCT. If, for higher flows, it is linearly
unstable but convectively stable,QcongP@Qc3 ,Qcv#, one has
a spatialcoexistenceHCT-OCT of states with HCT near th
bottleneck and OCT further upstream. If, for yet high
flows, congested traffic is also convectively unstable, the
sulting oscillations lead to TSG or OCT. In summary, t
boundaries of the nonhysteretic transitions are given by

dQ'Qout2Qc3 , ~HCT↔HCT-OCT!,
~20!

dQ'Qout2Qcv ~OCT↔HCT-OCT!.

Congested traffic of the HCT-OCT type is frequently fou
in empirical data@7#. In the IDM, this frequent occurrence i
m
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reflected by the wide range of flows falling into this regim
For the IDM parameters chosen here, we haveQc350, and
Qcv51050 vehicles/h, i.e., all congested states are line
unstable and oscillations will develop further upstrea
while Qc3 is nonzero for the parameters of Ref.@37#.

Free traffic is~meta!stable in the overall system if it is
~meta!stable in the bottleneck region. This means tha
breakdown necessarily takes place if the inflowQin exceeds
the critical flow@Qc28 (dQ)2Qrmp#, where the linear stability
thresholdQc28 (dQ) in the downstream region is some fun
tion of the bottleneck strength. For the IDM with the param
eters chosen here, we haveQc28 'Qout8 @see Fig. 4~b!#. Then
the condition for the maximum inflow allowing for free tra
fic simplifies to

Qin'Qout2dQ ~FT → PLC or FT→CT!, ~21!

i.e., it is equivalent to relation~19!. In the phase diagram o
Fig. 7, this boundary is given by the dotted line. For bott
neck strengthsdQ<350 vehicles/h, this line coincides wit
that of the transition CT→ PLC, in agrement with Eqs
~21! and ~19!. For larger bottleneck strengths, the appro
mationQ̃out'Qout8 used to derive relation~19! is not fulfilled.

IV. EMPIRICAL DATA OF CONGESTED TRAFFIC
STATES AND THEIR MICROSCOPIC SIMULATION

We analyzed one-minute averages of detector data f
the German freeways A5 South and A5 North near Frankf
A9 South near Munich, and A8 East from Munich
Salzburg. Traffic breakdowns occurred frequently on all fo
freeway sections. The data suggest that the congested s
depend not only on the traffic situation but also on the s
cific infrastructure.

On the A5 North, we mostly found pinned localized clu
ters~ten times during the observation period!. In addition, we

FIG. 9. Traffic breakdown to nearly homogeneous conges
traffic on the freeway A5 South near Frankfurt triggered by a te
porary incident between 16:20 and 17:30 on Aug. 6, 1998 betw
the cross sections D11 and D12.~a! Sketch of the freeway.~b!
Flows at cross section D11 in the right lane~solid black!, middle
lane ~gray!, and left lane~dotted!.
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FIG. 10. Details of the traffic
breakdown depicted in Fig. 9.~a!
Flow-density diagram of the traf-
fic breakdown on the A5 South
~b!–~g! temporal evolution of ve-
locity and flow at three locations
near the perturbation, and~h!, ~i!
inflow boundary conditions taken
from cross section D6. In addition
to the data~black lines!, the re-
sults of the microsimulation are
shown~gray!. All empirical quan-
tities are averages over 1 min an
over all three lanes.
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observed moving localized clusters~twice!, triggered stop-
and-go traffic~three times!, and oscillating congested traffi
~four times!.

All eight recorded traffic breakdowns on the A9 Sou
were to oscillatory congested traffic, and all emerged
stream of intersections. The data of the A8 East showed O
with a more heavily congested HCT-OCT state propaga
through it. Besides this, we found breakdowns to HCT-O
on the A5 South~twice!, one of them caused by lane closin
due to an external incident. In contrast, HCT states are o
found on the Dutch freeway A9 from Haarlem to Amsterda
behind an on-ramp with a very high inflow@18,37,20–22#.
Before we present representative data for each traffic s
some remarks about the presentation of the data are in o

A. Presentation of the empirical data

In all cases, the traffic data were obtained from seve
sets of double-induction-loop detectors recording, separa
for each lane, the passage times and velocities of all vehic
Only aggregate information was stored. On the freeways
and A9, the numbers of cars and trucks that crossed a g
detector on a given lane in each one-minute interval and
corresponding average velocities were recorded. On the f
ways A5 South and A5 North, the data are available in
form of a histogram for the velocity distribution. Specifi
cally, the measured velocities are divided intonr ranges
(nr515 for cars and 12 for trucks!, and the number of car
and trucks driving in each range is recorded for ev
minute. This has the advantage that more ‘‘microscop
information is given compared to one-minute averages of
velocity. In particular, the local traffic densityr* (x,t)
5Q/V* could be estimated using the ‘‘harmonic’’ mea
-
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V* 5^1/va&21 of the velocity, instead of the arithmetic mea
r5Q/V with V5^va&. Here,Q is the traffic flow~number of
vehicles per time interval!, and ^•••& denotes the tempora
average over all vehiclesa passing the detector within th
given time interval.

The harmonic mean valueV* corrects for the fact that the
spatial velocity distribution differs from the locally measure
one@18#. However, for better comparison with those freew
data where this information is not available, we will alwa
use the arithmetic velocity averageV in this paper. Unfortu-
nately, the velocity intervals of the A5 data are coarse.
particular, the lowest interval ranges from 0 to 20 km
Because we used the centers of the intervals as estimate
the velocity, there is an artificial cutoff in the correspondi
flow-density diagrams@Figs. 10~b! and 15~c! below# below
the line Qmin(r)5Vminr with Vmin510 km/h. Besides time
series of flow and velocity and flow-density diagrams, w
also present the data in the form of three-dimensional p
of the locally averaged velocity and traffic density as a fun
tion of position and time. This representation is particula
useful to distinguish the different congested states by th
qualitative spatiotemporal dynamics. Two points are relev
here. First, the smallest time scale of the collective effe
~i.e., the smallest period of density oscillations! is of the
order of 3 min. Second, the spatial resolution of the data
restricted to typical distances between two neighboring
tectors, which are of the order of 1 km. To smooth out t
small-time-scale fluctuations, and to obtain a continuo
function Yemp(x,t) from the one-minute valuesY(xi ,t j ) of
detectori at time t j with Y5r, V, or Q, we applied for all
three-dimensional plots of an empirical quantityY the fol-
lowing smoothing and interpolation procedure:
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FIG. 11. ~a!, ~b! Smoothed
spatiotemporal velocity and flow
from the data of the traffic break
down depicted in Figs. 9 and 10
~c!, ~d! Corresponding IDM mi-
crosimulation with the paramete
set from Table I. The upstream
boundary conditions for velocity
and traffic flow were taken from
cross section D6. Because of th
fast relaxation of the velocity to
the model’s equilibrium value, the
upstream boundary conditions fo
the empirical velocity plots~a!
seem to be different from the
simulation~c! ~see main text!. Ho-
mogeneous von Neumann boun
ary conditions were assume
downstream. The temporary lan
closing is modeled by locally in-
creasing the IDM parameterT in a
1000 m long section centered a
x5478 km during the time inter-
val 16:20 h<t<17:30 h of the
incident.
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Yemp~x,t !5
1

N (
xi

(
t j

Y~xi ,t j !expS 2
~x2xi !

2

2sx
2

2
~ t2t j !

2

2s t
2 D . ~22!

The quantity

N5(
xi

(
t j

expS 2
~x2xi !

2

2sx
2

2
~ t2t j !

2

2s t
2 D ~23!

is a normalization factor. We used smoothing times a
length scales ofs t51.0 min andsx50.2 km, respectively.
For consistency, we also applied this smoothing operatio
the simulation results. Unless explicitly stated otherwise,
will understand all empirical data as lane averages.

B. Homogeneous congested traffic

Figure 9 shows data of a traffic breakdown on the
South on August 6, 1998. Sketch 9~a! shows the section
considered. The flow data at cross section D11 in Fig. 9~b!
illustrate that, between 16:20 h and 17:30 h, the traffic fl
in the right lane also dropped to nearly zero. For a short t
interval between 17:15 h and 17:25 h the flow in the mid
lane dropped to nearly zero. Simultaneously, there is a s
drop of the velocity at this cross section in all lanes@cf. Fig.
10~d!#. In contast, the velocities at the downstream cross s
tion D12 remained relatively high during the same time. T
suggests a closing of the right lane at a location somewh
between the detectors D11 and D12.

Figures 10~d! and~f! show that, in most parts of the con
gested region, there was little variation of the velocity. T
traffic flow remained relatively high, which is a signature
synchronized traffic@4#. In the immediate upstream~D11!
d

to
e

e
e
rp

c-
s
re

and downstream~D12! neighborhoods of the bottleneck, th
amplitude of the fluctuations of traffic flow was low as we
in particular, it was lower than in free traffic~time series at
D11 and D12 fort,16:20 h ort.18:00 h). Further up-
stream in the congested region~D10!, however, the fluctua-
tion amplitude increases. After the bottleneck was remo
at about 17:35 h, the previously fixed downstream fro
started moving in the upstream direction at a characteri
velocity of about 15 km/h@16#. Simultaneously, the flow
increased to about 1600 vehicles/h@see Figs. 10~e! and
10~g!. After the congestion dissolved at about 17:50 h,
flow dropped to about 900 vehicles/h per lane, which was
inflow at that time.

Figure 10~a! shows the flow-density diagram of the lan
averaged one-minute data. In agreement with the absenc
large oscillations~like stop-and-go traffic!, the regions of
data points of free and congested traffic were clearly se
rated. Furthermore, the transition from the free to the c
gested state and the reverse transition showed a clear hy
esis.

The spatiotemporal plot of the local velocity in Fig. 11~a!
shows that the incident induced a breakdown to an exten
state of essentially homogeneous congested traffic. Only
the upstream boundary were there small oscillations. W
the upstream front~where vehicles entered the congested
gion! propagated upstream, the downstream front~where ve-
hicles could accelerate into free traffic! remained fixed at the
bottleneck atx'478 km. In the spatiotemporal plot of th
traffic flow Fig. 11~b!, one can clearly see the flow peak
the regionx.476 km after the bottleneck was removed.

We estimate now the point in the phase diagram to wh
this situation belongs. The average inflowQin ranging from
1100 vehicles/h att516:00 h to about 900 vehicles/h (t
518:00 h) can be determined from an upstream cross
tion that is not reached by the congestion, in our case
Because the congestion emits no stop-and-go waves, we
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FIG. 12. Traffic breakdown to
oscillating congested traffic in the
evening rush hour of October 29
1998 on the freeway A9 South
near Munich. ~a! Sketch of the
considered section with the cros
sections D16 to D30 and their po
sitions in kilometers. The smal
on- and off-ramps between I1 an
I2, which have been neglected i
our simulation, are indicated by
diagonal lines.~b! Spatiotemporal
plot of the smoothed lane
averaged velocity. ~c! Flow-
density diagram obtained from
two detectors in the congested re
gion. ~d!–~i! Lane-averaged one
minute data of velocities and
flows.
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clude that the free traffic in the inflow region is stab
Qin(t),Qc1. We estimate the bottleneck strengthdQ5Qout

2Q̃out' 700 vehicles/h by identifying the time- and lan
averaged flow at D11 during the time of the incident~about
900 vehicles/h! with the outflow Q̃out from the bottleneck,
and the average flow of 1600 vehicles/h during the flow p
~when the congestion dissolved! with the~universal! dynami-
cal capacityQout on the homogeneous freeway~in the ab-
sence of a bottleneck-producing incident!. For the short time
interval where two lanes were closed, we even haveQ̃out
'500 vehicles/h corresponding todQ'1100 vehicles/h.
~Notice that the lane averages were always carried out o
all three lanes, even if lanes were closed.! Finally, we con-
clude from the oscillations near the upstream boundary of
congestion that the congested traffic flowQcong5(Qout
2dQ) is linearly unstable, but convectively stable. Thus, t
breakdown corresponds to the HCT-OCT regime.

We simulated the situation with the IDM parameters fro
Table I, with upstream boundary conditions taken from
data of cross section D6@cf. Figs. 10 ~h! and 10~i!# and
homogeneous von Neumann downstream boundary co
tions. We implemented the temporary bottleneck by loca
increasing the model parameterT to some valueT8.T in a 1
km long section centered around the location of the incide
This section represents the road section actually closed
the merging regions upstream and downstream from it. D
,

k
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e

e

e
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ing the incident, we choseT8 such that the outflowQ̃out8 from
the bottleneck agrees roughly with the data of cross sec
D11. At the beginning of the simulated incident, we i
creasedT8 abruptly from T51.6 s to T855 s, and de-
creased it linearly to 2.8 s during the time interval (70 m
of the incident. Afterwards, we again assumedT85T
51.6 s.

The gray lines of Figs. 10~c!–10~j! show time series of
the simulated velocity and flow at some detector positio
Figures 11~c! and 11~d! show plots of the smoothed spa
tiotemporal velocity and flow, respectively.

Although, in the microscopic picture, the modeled i
crease of the safe time headway is quite different from la
changes before a bottleneck, the qualitative dynamics is
sentially the same as that of the data. In particular, we n
the following.~i! The breakdown occurred immediately aft
the bottleneck was introduced.~ii ! As long as the bottleneck
was active, the downstream front of the congested state
mained stationary and fixed at the bottleneck, while the
stream front propagated further upstream.~iii ! Most of the
congested region consisted of HCT, but oscillations appea
near the upstream front. The typical period of the simula
oscillations ('3 min), however, was shorter than that of th
measured data ('8 min). ~iv! As soon as the bottleneck wa
removed, the downstream front propagated upstream w
the well-known characteristic velocityvg515 km/h, and
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there was a flow peak in the downstream regions until
congestion had dissolved@cf. Figs. 10~c!, 10~e!, and 11~d!#.
During this time interval, the velocity increasedgradually to
the value for free traffic.

Some remarks on the apparently nonidentical upstre
boundary conditions in the empirical and simulated plots
Figs. 11~a! and 11~c! are in order. In the simulation, th
velocity relaxes quickly from its prescribed value at the u
stream boundary to a value corresponding to free equilibr
traffic at the given inflow. This is a rather generic effe
which also occurs in macroscopic models@17#. The relax-
ation takes place within the boundary region 3sx50.6 km
needed for the smoothing procedure~22! and is, therefore,
not visible in the figures. Consequently, the boundary con
tions for the velocity look different, although they have be
taken from the data. In contrast, the traffic flow cannot re
because of the conservation of the number of vehicles@17#,
and the boundary conditions in the corresponding empir
and simulated plots look, therefore, consistent@see Figs.
11~b! and 11~d!#. These remarks also apply to all other sim
lations below.

C. Oscillating congested traffic

We now present data from a section of the A9 South n
Munich. There are two major intersections I1 and I2 w
other freeways@cf. Fig. 12~a!#. In addition, the number o
lanes is reduced from three to two downstream of I2. Th
are three further small junctions between I1 and I2 which
not appear to be dynamically relevant. The intersectio
however, were major bottleneck inhomogeneities. Virtua
on each weekday, traffic broke down to oscillatory conges
traffic upstream of intersection I2. In addition, we record
two breakdowns to OCT upstream of I1 during the obser
tion period of 14 days.

Figure 12~b! shows a spatiotemporal plot of the smooth
velocity of the OCT state occurring upstream of I2 duri
the morning rush hour of October 29, 1998. Oscillations w
a period of about 12 min are clearly visible in both the tim
series of the velocity data, Figs. 12~d!–12~f!, and the flow,
Figs. 12~g!–12~i!. In contrast to the observations of Ref.@7#,
the density waves apparently did not merge. Furtherm
the velocity in the OCT state rarely exceeded 50 km/h, i
there was no free traffic between the clusters, a signatur

FIG. 13. Smoothed spatiotemporal velocity plot from a quali
tive IDM microsimulation of the situation depicted in Fig. 12. A
inflow boundary conditions, we used the traffic flow data of cro
section D20. Homogeneous von Neumann boundary condit
were assumed at the downstream boundary. The inhomoge
was implemented by a local, but time-independent, increase ofT in
the regionx>0 km from T52.2 s toT852.5 s.
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OCT in comparison with triggered stop-and-go waves. T
clusters propagated upstream at a remarkably constant v
ity of 15 km/h, which is nearly the same propagation veloc
as that of the detached downstream front of the HCT s
described above.

Figure 12~c! shows the flow-density diagram of this con
gested state. In contrast to the diagram Fig. 10~b! for the
HCT state, there is no separation between the regions of
and congested traffic. On investigating flow-density d
grams of many other occurrences of HCT and OCT, it turn
out that this difference can also be used to empirically d
tinguish HCT from OCT states.

Now we show that this breakdown to OCT can be qua
tatively reproduced by a microsimulation with the IDM. A
in the previous simulation, we used empirical data for t
upstream boundary conditions.~Again, the velocity relaxes
quickly to a local equilibrium, and for this reason only

-

s
s
ity

FIG. 14. Oscillating congested traffic on an uphill section of t
freeway A8 East~near Munich!. ~a! Sketch of the section with the
cross sections D15 to D24 and their positions in kilometers.~b!
Smoothed lane-averaged empirical velocity. An incident leading
a temporary lane closing between D23 and D24~near the down-
stream boundaries of the plots! induces even denser congested tr
fic that propagates through the OCT region.~c! Microsimulation
using the data of cross sections D15 and D23 as upstream
downstream boundary conditions, respectively. The uphill sectio
modeled by linearly increasing the safe time headway fromT
51.6 s ~for x,39.3 km) toT851.9 s ~for x.40.0 km). As in
the previous microsimulations, the velocity near the upstre
boundary relaxes quickly and, therefore, seems to be inconsis
with the empirical values~see main text!.
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FIG. 15. Data of two moving localized clusters and pinned
calized clusters on the freeway A5 North near Frankfurt.~a! Sketch
of the infrastructure with the positions of the cross sections D
D16 in kilometers.~b! Spatiotemporal plot of the density.~c! Flow-
density diagram for detector D6, where there are only stop-and
waves (h), and for detector D13 (d), where we have omitted dat
points during the time intervals when the MLCs passed by.~d!–~f!
Temporal evolution of the velocity~one-minute data! at the location
of the PLC at D13, and upstream~D18! and downstream~D6! of it.
looks different from the data.! We implemented the bottle
neck by locally increasing the safe time headway in
downstream region. In contrast to the previous simulatio
the local defect causing the breakdown was a permanen
homogeneity of the infrastructure~namely, an intersection
and a reduction from three to two lanes! rather than a tem-
porary incident. Therefore, we did not assume any time
pendence of the bottleneck. As upstream boundary co
tions, we chose the data of D20, the only cross section wh
there was free traffic during the whole time interval cons

-

–

o

FIG. 16. Smoothed spatiotemporal plot of the traffic dens
showing the coexistence of a pinned localized cluster with mov
localized clusters in an IDM simulation. The PLC is positioned a
road section with locally increased capacity corresponding t
bottleneck strengthdQ52300 vehicles/h, which can be identifie
with the region between the off- and on-ramps of intersection I2
Fig. 15~a!. It was produced by locally decreasing the IDM param
eterT from 1.9 s toT851.6 s in a 400 m wide section centered
x5480.8 km, and increasing it again fromT8 to T in a 400 m wide
section centered atx5480.2 km. The initial conditions correspon
to equilibrium traffic of flow Qin51390 vehicles/h, on which a
triangular-shaped density peak~with maximum density 60
vehicles/km atx5480.5 km and total width 1 km! was superposed
to initialize the PLC. As upstream boundary conditions, we
sumed free equilibrium traffic with a constant inflowQin of 1390
vehicles/h. As downstream boundary conditions for the velocity,
used the value for equilibrium free traffic most of the time. Ho
ever, for two five-minute intervals at 14:20 h and 15:40 h, we
duced the velocity tov512 km/h to initialize the MLCs.~b! Flow-
density diagram of virtual detectors located at the positionx
5480.2 km~PLC!, and 2.2 km downstream of it~MLC!. Again,
the time intervals where density waves passed through the
were omitted in the~‘‘virtual’’ ! data points for the PLC. The thin
solid curve indicates the equilibrium flow density relation and t
thick solid line J characterizes the outflow from fully develope
density clusters to free traffic~cf. Ref. @7#!, both forT51.9 s.
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ered here. Furthermore, we used homogeneous von N
mann boundary conditions at the downstream bound
Without assuming a higher-than-observed level of inflo
the simulations showed no traffic breakdowns at all. Ob
ously, on the freeway A9 the capacity per lane is lower th
on the freeway A5~which is several hundred kilometer
away!. This lower capacity has been taken into account b
site-specific, increased value ofT52.2 s in the upstream
region x,20.2 km. An even higher value ofT852.5 s
was used in the bottleneck regionx.0.2 km, with a linear
increase in the 400 m long transition zone. The correspo
ing microsimulation is shown in Fig. 13.

In this way, we obtained qualitative agreement with t
A9 data. In particular, we note the following points.~i! Traf-
fic broke down at the bottleneck spontaneously, in contras
the situation on the A5.~ii ! Similar to the situation on the
A5, the downstream front of the resulting OCT state w
fixed at the bottleneck while the upstream front propaga
further upstream.~iii ! The oscillations showed no merge
and propagated with velocity of about 15 km/h in the u
stream direction. Furthermore, their period (8 –10 min)
comparable with that of the data, and the velocity in the O
region was always much lower than that of free traffic.~iv!
After about 1.5 h, the upstream front reversed its propaga
direction and eventually dissolved. The downstream front
ways remained fixed at the permanent inhomogeneity. S
at no time is there a clear transition from congested to f
traffic in the region upstream of the bottleneck~from which
one could determineQout and compare it with the outflow
Q̃out'Qout8 from the bottleneck!, an estimate of the empirica
bottleneck strength (Qout2Qout8 ) is difficult. Only at D26, for
times around 10:00 h, is there a region where the vehi
accelerate. Using the corresponding traffic flow as a coa
estimate forQout, and the minimum smoothed flow at D2
~occurring betweent'8:00 h and 8:30 h! as an estimate fo
Qout8 , leads to an empirical bottleneck strengthdQ of 400
vehicles/h. This is consistent with the OCT regime in t
phase diagram Fig. 7. However, estimating the theoret
bottleneck strength directly from the difference (T2T8), us-
ing Fig. 5, would lead to a smaller value. To obtain fu
quantitative agreement, it would probably be necessary
calibrate more than just one IDM parameter to the s
specific driver-vehicle behavior, or to explicitly model th
bottleneck by on- and off-ramps.

D. Oscillating congested traffic coexisting with jammed traffic

Figure 14 shows an example of a more complex tra
breakdown that occurred on the freeway A8 East from M
nich to Salzburg during the evening rush hour on Novem
2, 1998. Two different kinds of bottleneck were involved:~i!
a relatively steep uphill gradient fromx538 km to x
540 km~‘‘Irschenberg’’!, and~ii ! an incident leading to the
closing of one of the three lanes between the cross sec
D23 and D24 fromt517:40 h untilt518:10 h. The inci-
dent was deduced from the velocity and flow data of
cross sections D23 and D24 as described in Sec. IV B. A
further inhomogeneity, there is a small junction at aboux
541.0 km. However, since the ramp flows involved we
very small, we assumed that the junction had no dynam
effect.
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The OCT state caused by the uphill gradient had the sa
qualitative properties as that on the A9 South. In particu
the breakdown was triggered by a short flow peak cor
sponding to a velocity dip in Fig. 14~b!, the downstream
front was stationary, while the upstream front moved, and
oscillations propagated upstream with a constant veloc
The combined HCT-OCT state caused by the incident
similar properties to that on the A5 South. In particular, the
was HCT near the location of the incident, corresponding
the downstream boundary of the velocity plot Fig. 14~b!,
while oscillations developed further upstream. Furthermo
similarly to the incident on the A5, the downstream fro
propagated upstream as soon as the incident was cleared
plot clearly shows that the HCT-OCT state propagated se
ingly unperturbed through the OCT state upstream of
permanent uphill bottleneck. The upstream propagation
locity vg515 km/h ofall perturbations in the complex stat
was remarkably constant, in particular that of~i! the up-
stream and downstream fronts separating the HCT-OCT s
from free traffic,~for x.40 km att'17:40 h and 18:10 h,
respectively!, ~ii ! the fronts separating the HCT-OCT from
the OCT state (35 km<x<40 km), and~iii ! the oscilla-
tions within both the HCT and HCT-OCT states. In contra
the propagation velocity and direction of the front separat
the OCT from free traffic varied with the inflow.

We simulated this scenario using empirical~lane-
averaged! data for both the upstream and downstrea
boundaries. For the downstream boundary, we used only
velocity information. Specifically, when, at some timet, a
simulated vehiclea crosses the downstream boundary of t
simulated sectionxP@0,L#, we set its velocity to that of the
data,va5VD15(t), if xa>L, and use the velocity and pos
tional information of this vehicle to determine the accele
tion of the vehiclea11 behind. Vehiclea is taken out of
the simulation as soon as vehiclea11 has crossed the
boundary. Then the velocity of vehicle (a11) is set to the
actual boundary value, and so on. The downstream boun
conditions are relevant only for the time interval aroundt
518:00 h when traffic near this boundary is congested.
other time periods, the simulation result is equivalent to
ing homogeneous von Neumann downstream boundary
ditions.

FIG. 17. Flow-density diagram of a HCT state of single-la
heterogeneous traffic consisting of 70% ‘‘cars’’ and 30% ‘‘trucks
Trucks are characterized by lower IDM parametersv0 anda, and a
larger T compared to cars. The solid and dashed curves give
equilibrium flow-density relations for traffic consisting only of ca
and trucks, respectively. For details, see Ref.@37#.
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We modeled the stationary uphill bottleneck in the us
way by increasing the parameterT to a constant valueT8
.T in the downstream region. The incident was already
flected by the downstream boundary conditions. Figure 14~c!
shows the simulation result in the form of a spatiotempo
plot of the smoothed velocity. Notice that, by using only t
boundary conditions and a stationary bottleneck as spe
information, we obtained qualitative agreement of nearly
dynamical collective aspects of the whole complex scen
described above. In particular, for all timest,17:50 h,
there was free traffic at both upstream and downstream
tector positions. Therefore, the boundary conditions~the de-
tector data! did not contain any explicit information abou
the breakdown to OCT inside the road section, which nev
theless was reproduced correctly as an emergent phen
enon.

E. Pinned and moving localized clusters

Finally, we consider a 30 km long section of the A5 Nor
depicted in Fig. 15~a!. On this section, we found one or mo
traffic breakdowns on six out of 21 days, all of them Thu
days or Fridays. On three out of 20 days, we observed on
more stop-and-go waves separated by free traffic. The s
and-go waves were triggered near an intersection and ag
qualitatively with the TSG state of the phase diagram.
one day, two isolated density clusters propagated through
considered region and did not trigger any secondary clus
which is consistent with moving localized clusters and w
be discussed below. Moving localized clusters were
served quite frequently on this freeway section@23#. Again,
they have a constant upstream propagation speed of abo
km/h, and a characteristic outflow@26#. In addition, we
found four breakdowns to OCT, and ten occurrences
pinned localized clusters. The PLC states emerged eithe
the intersection I1~Nordwestkreuz Frankfurt!, or 1.5 km
downstream of intersection I2~Bad Homburg! at cross sec-
tion D13. Furthermore, the downstream fronts of all fo
OCT states were fixed at the latter location.

On August 6, 1998, we found an interesting transiti
from an OCT state whose downsteam front was at D13
TSG state with a downstream front at intersection I2~D15!.
Consequently, we conclude that, around detector D13, th
is a stationary flow-conserving bottleneck with a strong
effect than the intersection itself. Indeed, there is an up
section and a relatively sharp curve at this location of the
North, which may be the reason for the bottleneck. The s
den change of the active bottleneck on August 6 can be
plained by perturbations and the hysteresis associated
breakdowns.

The different types of traffic breakdown are consiste
with the relative locations of the traffic states in th
(Qin ,dQ) space of the phase diagram in Fig. 7. Three of
four occurrences of OCT and two of the three TSG sta
were on Fridays~August 14 and August 21, 1998! on which
traffic flows were about 5%higher than on our reference da
~Friday, August 7, 1998!, which will be discussed in detai
below. Apart from the coexistent PLCs and MLCs observ
on the reference day, all PLC states occurred on Thursd
where average traffic flows were about 5%lower than on the
reference day. No traffic breakdowns were observed on
l
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urdays to Wednesdays, where the traffic flows were at le
10% lower compared to the reference day. As will be sho
below, for complex bottlenecks like intersections, the co
istence of MLCs and PLCs is possible only for flows ju
above those triggering pure PLCs, but below those trigger
OCT states. So, we have, with increasing flows, the seque
FT, PLC, MLC-PLC, and OCT or TSG states, in agreem
with the theory.

Now we discuss the traffic breakdowns on August 7, 19
in detail. Figure 15~b! shows the situation fromt513:20 h
until 17:00 h in the form of a spatiotemporal plot of th
smoothed density. During the whole time interval, there w
a pinned localized cluster at cross section D13. Befort
514:00 h, the PLC state showed distinct oscillatio
~OPLC!, while it was essentially stationary~HPLC! after-
ward. Furthermore, two moving localized clusters of u
known origin propagated through nearly the whole display
section and also through a 10 km long downstream sec
~not shown here!, giving a total of at least 30 km. Remark
ably, as they crossed the PLC at D13, neither of the c
gested states seemed to be affected. This complement
observations of Ref.@23#, describing MLC states that propa
gated unaffected through intersections in the absence
PLCs. As soon as the first MLC state reached the location
the on-ramp of intersection I1 (x5488.8 km,t'15:10 h),
it triggered an additional pinned localized cluster, which d
solved att'16:00 h. The second MLC dissolved as soon
it reached the on-ramp of I1 att'16:40 h.

Figure 15~c! demonstrates that the MLC and PLC stat
have characteristic signatures in the empirical flow-den
diagram also. As is the case for HCT and OCT, the P
state is characterized by a two-dimensional flow-density
gime ~open squares!. In contrast to the former states, how
ever, there is no flow reduction~capacity drop! with respect
to free traffic~black bullets!. As is the case for flow-density
diagrams of HCT compared to OCT, it is expected th
HPLCs are characterized by an isolated region, while
points of an OPLC lie in a region which is connected to t
region for free traffic. During the periods where the MLC
crossed the PLC at D13, the high traffic flow of the PL
state dropped drastically, and the traffic flow had essenti
the property of the MLC@see also the velocity plot Fig
15~e!#. Therefore, we omitted in the PLC data the poin
corresponding to these intervals.

The black bullets for densitiesr.30 vehicles/km indicate
the region of the MLC~or TSG! states. Due to the aforemen
tioned difficulties in determining the traffic density for ver
low velocities, the theoretical lineJ given by QJ(r)5Qout
2(Qout2Qjam)(r2rout)/(r jam2rout) @see Ref.@7# and Fig.
15~b!# is hard to find empirically. In any case, the data su
gest that the lineJ would lie below the PLC region.

To simulate this scenario it is important that the PL
states occurred in or near the freeway intersections. Bec
at both intersections the off-ramp is upstream of the on-ra
@Fig. 15~a!#, the local flow at these locations is lower. In th
following, we will investigate the region around I2. Durin
the time interval considered, the average traffic flow of bo
the on-ramp and the off-ramp was about 300 vehicles
hour and lane. With the exception of the time intervals, d
ing which the two MLCs pass by, we have about 1200 v
hicles per hour and lane at I2~D15!, and 1500 vehicles pe
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hour and lane upstram~D16! and downstream~D13! of I2.
This corresponds to an increase of the effective capacity
dQ'2300 vehicles per hour and lane in the region betwe
the off-ramp and the subsequent on-ramp.

In the simulation, we captured this qualitatively by d
creasing the parameterT in a sectionxP@x1 ,x2# upstream of
the empirically observed PLC state. The hypothetical bot
neck located at D13, i.e., about 1 km upstream of the
ramp, was neglected. Using real traffic flows as upstream
downstream boundary conditions and varying only the mo
parameterT within and outside the intersection, we could n
obtain satisfactory simulation results. This is probably b
cause of the relatively high and fluctuating traffic flow o
this highway. It remains to be shown if simulations wi
other model parameters can successfully reproduce the
pirical data when applying real boundary conditions. No
we show that the mainqualitative feature on this highway
namely, the coexistence of pinned and moving localiz
clusters, can, nevertheless, be captured by our model.
this purpose, we assume a constant inflowQin51390 ve-
hicles per hour and lane to the freeway, with the correspo
ing equilibrium velocity. We initialize the PLC by a
triangular-shaped density peak in the initial conditions, a
initialize the MLCs by reducing the velocity at the dow
stream boundary toV512 km/h during two five-minute in-
tervals~see the caption of Fig. 16!.

Again, we obtained qualitative agreement with the o
served dynamics. In particular, the simulation showed tha
increase of the local capacity in a bounded region can
lead to pinned localized clusters. Furthermore, the region
the MLC and PLC states in the flow-density diagram we
reproduced qualitatively, in particular, the coexistence
pinned and moving localized clusters. We did not obse
such a coexistence in the simpler system underlying
phase diagram in Fig. 7, which did not include a seco
low-capacity stretch upstream of the high-capacity stretc

To explain the coexistence of PLCs and MLCs in t
more complex system consisting of one high-capacity stre
in the middle of two low-capacity stretches, it is useful
interpret the inhomogeneity not in terms of a local capac
increase in the regionxP@x1 ,x2#, but as a capacitydecrease
for x,x1 andx.x2. ~For simplicity, we will not explicitly
include the 400 m long transition regions of capacity
crease atx1 and decrease atx2 in the following discussion.!
Then the locationx5x2 can be considered as the beginni
of a bottleneck, as in the system underlying the phase
gram. If the width (x22x1) of the region with locally in-
creased capacity is larger than the width of PLCs, such c
ters are possible under the same conditions as in the stan
phase diagram. In particular, traffic in the standard system
stable in regions upstream of a PLC, which is the reason w
any additional MLC, triggered somewhere in the dow
stream regionx.x2 and propagating upstream, will vanis
as soon as it crosses the PLC atx5x2. However, this disap-
pearance is not instantaneous, but the MLC will continue
propagate upstream for an additional flow-dependent ‘‘di
pation distance’’ or ‘‘penetration depth.’’ If the width (x2
2x1) is smaller than the dissipation distance for MLC
crossing MLCs will not fully disappear before they reach t
upstream regionx,x1. There, traffic is metastable again, s
that the MLCs can persist. Since, in the metastable regi
y
n
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the outflow of MLCs is equal to their inflow~in this regime,
MLCs are equivalent to ‘‘narrow’’ clusters; cf. Ref.@26#!,
the passage of the MLC does not change the traffic flow
the position of the PLC, which can, therefore, persist as w

We performed several simulations varying the inflo
within the range where PLCs are possible. For smaller
flows, the dissipation distance became smaller thanx2

2x1), and the moving localized cluster was absorbed wit
the inhomogeneity. An example of this can be seen in F
15~b! at t'16:40 h andx'489 km. Larger inflows lead to
an extended OCT state upstream of the capacity-increa
defect, which is also in accordance with the observations

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated to what extent the ph
diagram Fig. 7 can serve as a general description of col
tive traffic dynamics in open, inhomogeneous systems.
original phase diagram was formulated for on-ramps and
sulted from simulations with macroscopic models@14,10#.
By simulations with a car-following model we showed th
one can obtain the same phase diagram from microsim
tions. This includes even such subtle details as the sm
region of tristability. The proposed intelligent driver model
simple, has only a few intuitive parameters with realis
values, reproduces a realistic collective dynamics, and
leads to plausible ‘‘microscopic’’ acceleration and decele
tion behavior of single drivers. An interesting open quest
is whether the phase diagram can be reproduced with cel
automata also.

We generalized the phase diagram from on-ramps to o
kinds of inhomogeneities. Microsimulations of a flow
conserving bottleneck realized by a locally increased s
time headway suggest that, with respect to collective effe
outside the immediate neighborhood of the inhomogene
all types of bottlenecks can be characterized by a single
rameter, the bottleneck strength. This means that the typ
traffic breakdown depends essentially on the two control
rameters of the phase diagram only, namely, the traffic fl
and the bottleneck strength. However, in some multista
regions, the history~i.e., the previous traffic dynamics! mat-
ters as well. We checked this also by macroscopic simu
tions with the same type of flow-conserving inhomogene
and with microsimulations using a locally decreased des
velocity as the bottleneck@37#. In all cases, we obtained
qualitatively the same phase diagram. What remains to
done is to confirm the phase diagram also for microsimu
tions of on-ramps. These can be implemented either by
plicit multilane car-following models@35,60#, or, in the
framework of single-lane models, by placing additional v
hicles in suitable gaps between vehicles in the ‘‘ramp’’ r
gion.

By presenting empirical data of congested traffic, w
showed that all congested states proposed by the phase
gram were observed in reality, among them localized a
extended states, which can be stationary as well as osc
tory, and furthermore moving or pinned localized cluste
The data suggest that the typical kind of traffic congest
depends on the specific freeway. This is in accordance w
other observations, for example, moving localized clust
on the A5 North@23#, or homogeneous congested traffic o
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the A5 South@4#. In contrast to another empirical study@7#,
the frequent oscillating states in our empirical data did
show mergings of density clusters, although these can
reproduced with our model with other parameter values@36#.

The relative positions of the various observed conges
states in the phase diagram were consistent with the the
ical predictions. In particular, when increasing the traf
flow on the freeway, the phase diagram predicts~hysteretic!
transitions from free traffic to PLCs, and then to extend
congested states. By ordering the various forms of cong
tion on the A5 North with respect to the average traffic flo
the observations agree with these predictions. Moreo
given an extended congested state and increasing the b
neck strength, the phase diagram predicts~nonhysteretic!
transitions from triggered stop-and-go waves to OCT, a
then to HCT. To show the qualitative agreement with t
data, we had to estimate the bottleneck strengthdQ. This
was done directly by identifying the bottleneck strength w
ramp flows, e.g., on the A5 North, or indirectly, by compa
ing the outflows from congested traffic with and without
bottleneck, e.g., for the incident on the A5 South. With OC
and TSG on the A5 North, but HCT on the A5 South, whe
the bottleneck strength was much higher, we again obta
the right behavior. However, one needs a larger base of
to determine an empirical phase diagram, in particular w
its boundaries between the different traffic states. Suc
phase diagram has been proposed for a Japanese hig
@12#. Besides PLC states, many breakdowns on this free
lead to extended congestion with fixed downstream and
stream fronts. We did not observe such states on Ger
freeways and believe that the fixed upstream fronts were
result of a further inhomogeneity, but this remains to be
vestigated.

Our traffic data indicate that the majority of traffic brea
downs are triggered by some kind of stationary inhomoge
ity, so that the phase diagram is applicable. Such inhomo
neities can be of a very general nature. They include not o
ramps, gradients, and lane narrowings or closings, but
incidents in the oppositely flowing traffic. In the latter cas
the bottleneck is constituted by a temporary loss of conc
tration and by braking maneuvers of curious drivers a
fixed location. Of the more than 100 breakdowns on vario
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German and Dutch freeways investigated by us, there w
only four cases~among them the two moving localized clu
ters in Fig. 15! where we could not explain the breakdow
by some sort of stationary bottleneck within the road secti
for which data were available to us. Possible explanations
the breakdowns in the four remaining cases are not o
spontaneous breakdowns@8#, but also breakdowns triggere
by a nonstationary perturbation, e.g., moving ‘‘phanto
bottlenecks’’ caused by two trucks overtaking each ot
@58#, or inhomogeneities outside the considered sections.
simulations showed that stationary downstream fronts a
signature of nonmoving bottlenecks.

Finally, we could qualitatively reproduce the collectiv
dynamics of several rather complex traffic breakdowns
microsimulations with the IDM, using empirical data for th
boundary conditions. We varied only asinglemodel param-
eter, the safe time headway, to adapt the model to the i
vidual capacities of the different roads, and to implement
bottlenecks. We also performed separate macrosimulat
with the GKT model and could reproduce the observations
well. Because both models are effective-single-lane mod
this suggests that lane changes are not relevant to repro
ing the collective dynamics causing the different types
congested traffic. Furthermore, we assumed identical
hicles and therefore conclude that the heterogeneity of
traffic is also not necessary for the basic mechanism of tra
instability. We expect, however, that other yet unexplain
aspects of congested traffic require a microscopic treatm
of both multilane traffic and heterogeneous traffic. These
pects include the wide scattering of flow-density da
@7,20#~see Fig. 17!, the description of platoon formation@59#,
and the realistic simulation of speed limits@57#, for which a
multilane generalization of the IDM seems to be promisi
@60#.
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